Summary. Effective temperatures and surface gravities of 46 intermediate and high galactic latitude OB stars have been estimated from Stromgren | C x | and Hß photometry. In addition, helium, calcium and magnesium abundances relative to hydrogen have been derived for eleven stars. The typical OB-type stellar parameters indicate that they are normal Population I stars, several of which require ejection velocities of more than lOOkms 1 from the plane in order to reach their present z-distances during their lifetimes. The observed correlation between peculiar velocity and mass for stars with | z | > 400 pc is compatible with the Blaauw runaway hypothesis as the acceleration mechanism. A plot of logAf(Nai) versus/¿{i?-F) implies that the gas-to-dust ratio in the halo is probably similar to that found for material in the galactic disc. This implies that the sputtering of calcium from grain surfaces is probably responsible for the observed velocity dependence of the 7V(Na i)/ A(Caii) ratio.
Introduction
Recently many apparently normal early-type stars have been observed at large distances from the galactic plane (see, for example, Kilkenny 1981 and references therein). Such distances imply that these stars (often called halo stars) have been ejected from the disc of the galaxy with large velocities, sometimes in excess of lOOkms -1 (House & Kilkenny 1978) . Alternatively it is possible that the stars could be subluminous, nearby objects whose spectra closely mimic those of normal stars at the low dispersions (50-lOOÂmm" 1 ) used for classification purposes. Several such objects are known, for example HZ22 (Greenstein 1973; Schönberner 1978) , HD93521 (Hack & Yilmaz 1977; Ramella et al 1980) and Barnard 29 (Stoeckly & Greenstein 1968; Auer & Norris 1974) . Additionally Carrasco and his co-workers (Carrasco & Crézé 1978; Carrasco et al. 1980) , have used proper motion and statistical parallax data to propose that runaway OB stars are underluminous by factors of approximately 12. However, Stone (1979) points out that their results may be spurious, due to the poor statistics involved in their analysis. F. P. Keenan and P. L. Dufton Greenstein & Sargent (1974) quantitatively analysed the spectra of several high latitude blue stars and found them to be largely Population I, while Tobin & Kilkenny (1981) , using moderate dispersion spectrograms, discovered no significant differences between two groups of OB stars at apparent z-distances of <0.5 and > l.Skpc respectively. More recently, Keenan, Dufton & McKeith (1982, henceforth Paper I) have derived normal atmospheric parameters and helium and metal abundances for a sample of 18 early-type halo stars, using equivalent widths and line profiles measured from high dispersion (5 Âmm -1 ) AAT spectra.
Hence they concluded that the stars were not subluminous and showed no evidence of any other peculiarities. Additionally Tobin & Kaufmann (1983) have shown that three other high velocity OB stars are normal, distant objects from an analysis of optical and IUE observations. There appears therefore to be increasing evidence that supports the large distances derived for these halo stars despite the consequent problem of their origin. In this paper, the atmospheric parameters of 46 halo stars are derived (together with helium and metal abundances for 11 of them), using the methods outlined in Paper I. Accurate stellar distances are then calculated, which are of importance for example when using halo stars as tracers for the intervening halo interstellar medium (see, for example, Pettini & West 1982; Albert 1982; Hobbs et al 1982; Keenan et al. 1983) . Finally, these distances are combined with those from Paper I and the resultant sample of 64 stars discussed in terms of possible explanations for their origins.
Observational data
In Table 1 the basic observational data are listed for the programme stars, as follows: columns 1-3, stellar identification and galactic coordinates; colum 4, 5, visual magnitudes and B-V\ column 6, MK spectral types; columns 7, 8, reddening free colour indices | Q | = [Cx -0.2(b-y)] and the H/3 indices; column 9, the stellar local standard of rest velocities (in kms" 1 ) derived using published heliocentric velocities and the solar motion constants of Allen (1973) ; column 10, sources of the observational data. Only stars of intermediate or high galactic latitudes (\b\ <: 10°) have been considered, in order to ensure that the sample would include stars at large distances from the galactic plane. In addition the list was limited to stars with | Ci | indices, so that accurate estimates could be made of the atmospheric parameters and hence distances (see Section 3). Suspected subluminous and/or peculiar stars were excluded from the list, as were those with variable radial velocities.
3 Methods of analysis and results
ATMOSPHERIC PARAMETERS AND DISTANCES
Effective temperatures were derived using the reddening-free colour index ICJ, discussed, for example, in Paper I where details of the theoretical calculations can be found. These temperatures, which are derived on the Klinglesmith (1971) hydrogen line blanketed grid of models, were then converted to those on the more fully blanketed grid of models of Morton and his co-workers (Mihalas & Morton 1965; Hickock & Morton 1968; Bradley & Morton 1969; Van Gitters & Morton 1970) .
Gravities were determined primarily from the Hß photometric index, which has been calibrated for the Klinglesmith (1971) grid of models by Nissen (1974) . However, there appears to be a systematic error in the Hß -log,g calibration, with gravities deduced from Hß being about 0.1 dex lower than those found from more reliable H7 profiles (see Ella, Dufton & McKeith 1983 , in preparation, for more details). In view of this, the H|3 gravities were all increased by 0.1 dex. For those stars without Hß indices, gravities were found using the H7 linewidth data of Sargent & Searle (1968) and Greenstein & Sargent (1974) , coupled with the calibrations discussed in Paper I.
To derive luminosities and distances, stellar masses must be known. These have been estimated from the star's positions on evolutionary tracks in logg -log T^ff diagrams, assuming that they are evolving normally away from the hydrogen burning main sequence. Evidence that many of the early-type stars in the galactic halo are normal has been given in Paper I and by Tobin & Kilkenny (1981) . Additionally several of the stars analysed here have normal B-type stellar abundances (see below), giving further support to this assumption. Details of the evolutionary calculations adopted may be found in Paper I and in .
From the above stellar parameters, luminosities were derived using the standard relationship: Then assuming a ratio of total-to-selective absorption of 3.2 (Seaton 1979) stellar distances were derived from the above quantities. These distances, both from the Sun (r) and from the galactic plane (z), are summarized along with other atmospheric and physical parameters in Table 2 . Errors in distances derived using the above methods have been previously estimated (see Paper I) and should be at most 30 per qent. In Paper I it was noted that there are often serious discrepancies between the atmospheric parameters of stars that have been assigned similar spectral types and luminosity classes. This statement also applies to stars in the present analysis, (see Tables 1 and 2 ). For example, HD 60429 and 209008 are both classified B3 III and yet their effective temperatures and gravities differ by -6000K and 0.6 dex respectively. Therefore distances derived using absolute magnitude-spectral type calibrations (see, for example, Balona & Crampton 1974; Lesh 1978) may be suspect, the present methods being more quantitative in nature.
STELLAR ABUNDANCES
For several of the stars listed in Table 2 , equivalent width data were available for some of the stronger stellar helium and metal lines from the papers of Sargent & Searle (1968) , Greenstein & Sargent (1974) and Tobin & Kaufmann (1983, viz: He 1 4009, 4026, 4144, 4387 and 4471 Â; Can 3933 Â and Mgn 4481 Â. These have been used together with the atmospheric parameters listed in Table 2 to derive element abundances (see Paper I for details). Following the work in Paper I it was decided to adopt microturbulent velocities of 5 and lOkms" 1 for main-sequence and giant stars respectively. In Table 3 the adopted microturbulence and mean abundances are listed as well as the normal B-star values (Auer & Mihalas 1973; Mihalas 1972 ; Earners ei a/. 1973).
The derived abundances are generally in excellent agreement with the normal B-star values, with differences of less than 0.2 and 0.3 dex for the helium and metal lines respectively. However, in a few cases the discrepancies are larger, ranging up to 1.4 dex. For F25, F. P. Keenan and P. L. Dufton ?-Il-<1-11-li-l»-■ !»-Il-<»--~ --(N -OOOOOOOO * 00 *0000000000000000 ****On * m *******»'00 ******^ *r-io>co 
OVOOOcOCOC-^^COTj-iNONVOCO t-hOt-Hi^Oi-<Oi^Ot-H<Nt-Hi-(fN OOOÓOOÓOOOCDOOO (NOOOOiO(N(NOr-i-I CO^TtO.^iNiNiOr^ o\ oo* oo' oo* rt uo oo r^ ^H^VOT-iONCS^OOCO °^IOCOIOVO(N vo* oo oo* oo' oo vo lO^COOOiOi-lOOO VOONVOVOOOrJ-i-jOco 00* 00* <^* CO V£) VO »o imply that the present values should be appropriate. Similarly for F51 better agreement with normal abundances could be reached if the microturbulent velocity was reduced to zero, such a change being compatible with its large surface gravity (4.5). In the cases of F40 and F107, the large calcium abundances are probably due to the equivalent width measurement including a significant contribution from the interstellar line.
To summarize, there is no evidence that these stars have peculiar chemical compositions, or atmospheric parameters. They and the stars in Paper I represent a significant sample of 64 apparently normal Population I stars in the galactic halo, with |z| distances of typically 1 kpc. Possible explanations for their origin are discussed in the next section.
Discussion

PECULIAR VELOCITIES OF HALO STARS
The existence of normal OB stars in the galactic halo implies that they have either been formed there or have been ejected from the plane with velocities of up to several hundreds of kms" 1 in order to reach their present z-distances during their lifetimes (House & Kilkenny 1978) . However, as the former hypothesis is unlikely due to the low halo gas density (see Tobin & Kilkenny 1981 ; Paper I), it is necessary to invoke some mechanism to accelerate stars to these large velocities. One such mechanism is the 'runaway' hypothesis of Blaauw (1961) , later refined by Gott et al (1970) and Sutantyo (1975) , in which the primary in a close binary system loses mass in a supernova explosion and the centre of gravity of the system is accelerated by the recoil produced by the ejection of the supernova shell (see also Stone 1979). Gott et al. (1970) have calculated that the recoil velocity imparted to the binary system should be proportional to the mass of the secondary (i.e. the observable star) and more recently Stone (1979 Stone ( , 1981 Stone ( , 1982 has found a correlation between the peculiar space velocities of runaway O stars and their masses, indicating that the Blaauw (1961) mechanism may be responsible for their large velocities. To investigate if the 'runaway' hypothesis could explain the presence of early-type stars in the galactic halo, we have searched for a velocity-mass correlation for those programme stars with ¡z ¡> 400pc. (This minimum |z [-distance was chosen to eliminate the ordinary OB stars that lie within the galactic disc from our sample.) As the majority of distant stars have small proper motions with large associated errors (see, for example, the Yale Catalogues of proper motions, Yale Transactions 28-31), the investigation was limited to the peculiar radial velocities (henceforth peculiar velocities) of the stars. This should be adequate, as the peculiar radial velocities will represent lower limits to the peculiar space velocities.
We can define the peculiar velocity of a star by (see Keenan et al 1983) ^peç = ^LSR~ ^LSR where F LSR and Klsr are the actual LSR velocity and the LSR velocity predicted for the star from differential galactic rotation respectively. The latter may be derived for each star assuming a galactic rotation curve. Here we adopt the results of Savage & de Boer (1981) , in which the halo corotates with the disc at a constant speed K RO t = 220 km s" 1 for galactocentric distances greater than 4kpc. In Fig. 1 Although from the above discussion it appears that the Blaauw (1961) mechanism could be responsible for the occurrence of many early-type stars in the halo, we note that there are four low mass stars in Fig. 1 with | K pec | > 30 km s" 1 ; which would not be expected from the 'runaway' hypothesis. However, Poveda et al (1967) point out that runaway stars may be produced in collapsing protostellar clusters from strong stellar encounters, in which case one would expect the ejection velocity V to be inversely proportional to the square of the mass (Stone 1979) . It is therefore possible that the low mass-high velocity halo stars are produced in this way, although many more observations would obviously be needed to confirm a | F pec | -(Mass) -2 correlation for low mass stars in the halo.
In passing we note that if the halo stars have been produced in accordance with the Blaauw (1961) theory, then one might expect their atmospheric abundances to differ from normal stars due to the transfer to the secondary of material processed by the CNO bicycle (and possibly other nucleosynthesis processes). However, Stone (1981) has shown that the expected abundance differences should be less than ~ 0.3 dex unless the mass-loss rate of the primary is extremely large. Therefore the null detection of significant abundance 
THE DUST-TO-GAS RATIO IN THE HALO
We can also investigate the variatiation of the interstellar sodium column density [TV(Nai)] (taken from Keenan et al 1981 Keenan et al , 1983 Münch & Zirin 1961) with #(£-F) ( Table 1) for several of the programme stars. This is of interest as theTV(Nai) -ZïXAE-F) variation essentially gives a measure of the gas-to-dust ratio in the sightline of the observed star (see Hobbs 1974). InFig.2 aplotoflogA^(Nai)versus£ , (5-V) is shown, where the dashed line refers to the mean relationship determined by Hobbs (1974) for the lines-of-sight to bright stars in the galactic plane. It may be seen that the present data follows Hobbs's (1974) relationship remarkably well, implying similar gas-to-dust ratios. However, the material in a halo sightline may be contaminated to some extent by gas and dust in the disc of the galaxy. Fig. 2 also provides some insight into the velocity dependence of the Af(Na i)/7V(Ca n) ratio in interstellar clouds. The 7V(Nai)//V(Caii) ratio of a cloud is observed to be inversely correlated with its peculiar velocity, and as many interstellar clouds at high latitudes have peculiar velocities, the 7V(Na i)/Af(Ca n) ratio tends to be lower in halo sightlines than in those of stars in the galactic disc (see Siluk & Silk 1974; Cohen & Meloy 1975 ; Keenan et al 1983) .
The velocity dependence of the 7V(Na i)/N(Ca n) ratio could be due to either:
(i) clouds being heated due to their movement through an intercloud medium until their temperatures become high enough (T ^ 7000 K) to cause collisional ionization of Nai but not Can (Routly & Spitzer 1952; Münch & Zirin 1961; Pottasch 1972a,b) ; or (ii) calcium, which should preferentially adhere to grains in interstellar space (Watson & Salpeter 1972; Barlow 1978; Duley & Millar 1978) , may be sputtered from grain surfaces via grain-grain collisions in high velocity clouds and returned to the gaseous phase (Jura 1976; Spitzer 1976; Barlow & Silk 1977; Cowie 1978; Shull 1977 Shull , 1978 . However, if hypothesis (i) above is correct, it is strange that the material in the halo star sightlines has normal Na i to dust ratios. It is possible of course that the necessary amount of dust grains has been destroyed to keep the Nai to dust ratio at its normal value, but this must be considered unlikely, especially as extremely high temperatures (r> 10 s K) are needed to destroy grains (Barlow & Silk 1977) . In view of the above one must therefore conclude that the velocity dependence of the TV^NaO/A^Caii) ratio is probably due to the sputtering of calcium from grain surfaces.
Conclusions
Three main conclusions may be made:
(i) Many of the early-type stars at large z-distances from the galactic plane have normal atmospheric parameters and chemical compositions (this paper; Paper I; Tobin & Kaufmann 1983), indicating that they are ordinary distant Population I objects. Several of these stars must therefore have been accelerated to very high velocities in order to reach their present z-distances during their lifetimes.
(ii) If the Blaauw (1961) mechanism is responsible for the acceleration of halo stars to large velocities, then a correlation between their absolute peculiar velocities and masses is predicted (Gott et al 1970) . This correlation is shown to exist, implying that at least some of the stars have been ejected from the galactic disc in this manner.
(iii) A plot of logA'(Nai) versus E{B-V) for several of the programme stars implies that the gas-to-dust ratio in the halo is similar to that found for disc material (Hobbs 1974) . This implies that the sputtering of calcium atoms from grain surfaces rather than collisional ionization of Nai is responsible for the velocity dependence of theTV^NaiV-A^Caii) ratio.
